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We offer a new proof of the well-known Steffensen Inequality, whose context is
sufficiently general that it engenders a number of extensions. Q 2000 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The following result, due to J. F. Steffensen, is the basis for our
investigation.
w x Ž .THEOREM 1 1 . Let f and g be integrable functions on a, b with f
nonincreasing, and 0 F g F 1. Then
b b aql
f t dt F f t g t dt F f t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H
byl a a
where
b
l s g t dt.Ž .H
a
Owing to various applications, these inequalities have enjoyed consider-
Ž w xable attention in the literature. See 2 for a comprehensive survey, and as
.a general reference for what follows. In particular, a number of proofs
and generalizations are known.
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Ž .It is the purpose of this paper to offer another proof Section 2 below ,
whose context is sufficiently general that it contains a number of exten-
Ž .sions Sections 2, 3 . As the left inequality above follows from the right
Ž .upon consideration of 1 y g t , we concern ourselves here mainly with the
latter.
2. A PROOF AND EXTENSION OF THEOREM 1
1Ž .Let C be a closed and convex set in L a, b , or any other Banach space.
ŽWe assume that the set of extreme points for C is nonempty. p g C is in
1Ž . Ž . .ext C iff whenever p s x q y with x, y g C, we have x s y s p. If a2
Žcontinuous linear functional L defined on C attains a maximum or
. Ž .minimum there, then it does so in ext C .
w xFor l g 0, b y a , the set
b 4C s 0 F g F 1 l g t dt s lŽ .Hl ½ 5
a
1Ž .is closed and convex in L a, b . It is easily verified that
b 4ext C s g t g 0, 1 a.e. l g t dt s l . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Hl ½ 5
a
Define the continuous linear functional L s L on C byf l
b
L g s f t g t dt.Ž . Ž . Ž .H
a
As f is nonincreasing, it is clear that L attains a maximum, and it is
attained at the extreme point
1 if a - t F a q lg t sŽ . ½ 0 if a q l - t - b.
This proves the right-hand inequality. We remark that consideration of L’s
Žminimum yields the left-hand inequality. As always, we consider functions
.which agree outside a set of measure zero to be equivalent.
The same basic idea of proof yields the following generalization of
Theorem 1, which itself contains various others which are already known.
Ž .See the remarks following.
Ž .THEOREM 2. Let f , g, and h be integrable functions on a, b with f
nonincreasing, and 0 F g F h. Then
b b aql
f t h t dt F f t g t dt F f t h t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H
byl a a
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where l is gi¤en by
aql b
h t dt s g t dt.Ž . Ž .H H
a a
Ž .Remarks. i having h ’ 1 gives Steffensen’s Inequality.
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xii Having h ’ A, and a, b s 0, q‘ gives Apery’s version 3 .´
Ž . b Ž .iii Having h ’ H g t dtrl for any l ) 0 gives 0 F g F h m 0 Fa
Ž . b Ž .lg t F H g t dt.a
In this case the extension yields
H b f t g t dt 1Ž . Ž . aqla F f t dt ,Ž .Hb lH g t dtŽ . aa
Ž . w xwhich is result 3 of 4 .
Ž . Ž . Živ Writing fg s frk gk yields the following. The case h ’ 1 is in
w x .5 , and k ’ h ’ 1 again gives Steffensen’s Inequality.
Ž .THEOREM 3. Let f , g, h, and k be integrable functions on a, b with
k ) 0, frk nonincreasing, and 0 F g F h. Then
b aql
f t g t dt F f t h t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
a a
where l is gi¤en by
aql b
h t k t dt s g t k t dt .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
a a
3. FURTHER EXTENSIONS
Another generalization of Theorem 1, with weaker hypotheses, may be
stated as follows.
w x Ž .THEOREM 4 6 . Let f and g be integrable functions on a, b with f
nonincreasing, and
x b
g t dt F min x y a, g t dt ; x g a, b .Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
a a
Then
b aql
f t g t dt F f t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
a a
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where
b
l s g t dt.Ž .H
a
Our basic approach yields a proof here as well. In this case, for
w xl g 0, b y a ,
x b
Cˆ s g t dt F min x y a, g t dt ; x g a, bŽ . Ž . Ž .H Hl ½ 5
a a
b
l g t dt s lŽ .H½ 5
a
ˆis closed and convex. The same L s L as above, defined instead on C ,f l
attains its maximum also for
1 if a - t F a q lg t sŽ . ½ 0 if a q l - t - b.
Ž . x Ž . w xRemarks. i For this g, we have H g t dt s min x y a, l ; x ga
Ž .a, b .
ˆŽ .ii It is clear that C n C ; however, these sets do have the extremel l
ˆpoint g above in common. That g is the only extreme point for C isl
suggested by the following.
Ž . x Ž . w b Ž . x Ž .iii The condition H g t dt F min x y a, H g t dt ; x g a, b isa a
Ž w x.also necessary for the conclusion of Theorem 4 see 7 . Consider
1 if t F xf t sŽ . ½ 0 if t ) x ;
then
x b aql w xg t dt s f t g t dt F f t dt s min x y a, l .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H
a a a
Ž .iv The same way that the hypotheses for Theorem 1 were weak-
ened to give Theorem 4, the hypotheses of Theorem 2 can be weakened.
Moreover, we can use the function f above to obtain an even more
complete result as follows.
Ž .THEOREM 5. Let g and h be integrable functions on a, b . Then
x x b
g t dt F min h t dt , g t dt ; x g a, bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H
a a a
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is a necessary and sufficient condition for
b aql
f t g t dt F f t h t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
a a
Ž .to hold for all nonincreasing integrable functions f on a, b , where l is gi¤en
by
aql b
h t dt s g t dt.Ž . Ž .H H
a a
We add finally that the hypotheses of Theorem 3 can be weakened in an
analogous fashion}we leave the details to the reader.
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